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Volume

• Yes

– Landsat since 1970s order exabytes

– order 104 surveillance cameras in London

• capturing order 106 faces for recognition and tracking

• at 10 Hz

• order 107 faces or 1012 bytes per second to be analyzed, 

identified, and linked into tracks

• a petabyte computing problem

• But we divide and conquer

– Landsat analysis by scene

– partition the surveillance task into regions

– we also aggregate, abstract, generalize



Environmental sensors in science: the US National Science Foundation’s NEON 

project: neoninc.org



Underwater observatories: Monterey Bay Aquarium Research 

Institute: mbari.org



Mapping with kites, 

balloons, and micro-

drones



http://www.instructables.com/id/

Mapping-Microbes/#step1



Velocity

• Big Data is also Fast Data

– real-time sensing

• submeter images available in near-real time

• sensor networks

• Why might this be important?

– science is typically slow, leisurely

– a discovery that is only true now, and no longer 

true next week, is not of interest

• and the same applies to location

– fast data is not likely to advance science

• at least as we currently understand science



A broader view of science

• GIScience

– the study of the fundamental properties of 

geographic information

• the knowledge that is implemented in GIS

• The advancement of science in other 

domains through the application of 

GIScience knowledge

• The development of methods

– that can be used to make discoveries

– that can be used to solve real-world problems

• that may be time-critical



Tweets about 

wildfire in the San 

Diego area by Ming 

Tsou

http://www.engineering.sdsu.edu/sdsu_newscenter/news.aspx?s=75219





Variety

• Data from disparate sources

– little or no quality control

– no systematic experimental design

• no recognizable sampling scheme

– little or no documented provenance

• Perhaps a fourth V: veracity or validity?

– or the lack of it



“The Geography of NFL Fandom”

“This map displays Facebook fans of NFL teams across the United States. Each county is 

color-coded based on which official team page has the most 'Likes' from people who live 

in that county.” (Facebook)

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/0

9/the-geography-of-nfl-fandom/379729/

Loving 

County TX



Loving County, TX

• Loving County is a county in the U.S. state 

of Texas. As of the 2010 census, the 

population was 82, making it the least 

populous county in the United States. Owing 

partly to its small and dispersed population, it 

also has the highest median per capita and 

household income of any county in Texas. 

Loving County has no incorporated 

communities; its county seat and only 

community is Mentone.



The value of Big Data

• H.J. Miller and M.F. Goodchild (2014) Data-driven geography. 

GeoJournal. DOI: 10.1007/s10708-014-9602-6.

• Hard science:

– rigorous experimental design, hypothesis-driven, 

formal analysis of data quality

• Soft science:

– data used for exploration, hypothesis generation, 

practical problem-solving

– no attempt at formal sampling

• no generalization from samples to populations 

• Does Big Data have more value for soft 

science?



Big Data and prediction

• Some surprisingly compelling examples:

– Eurovision song contest (O’Leary 2012)

– stock market (Preis, Moat, and Stanley 2013)

– flu (Butler 2008)

• What is the comparable case in GIScience?

– prediction of where rather than when?

– prediction “to make known beforehand” (Google)

• not “elsewhere”



The end of theory?

• Openshaw’s Geographic Analysis Machine

• The spatial interaction model

𝐼𝑖𝑗 =  𝐸𝑖𝐴𝑗 𝑓(𝑑𝑖𝑗)

• Let’s for example test

𝐼𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎𝐸𝑖 + 𝑏𝐴𝑗 + 𝑐𝑓(𝑑𝑖𝑗)

• A good fit but without a sampling scheme or 

theory (or both) will not generalize

– there is no reason to believe that the same fit will 

occur elsewhere

• compare neural nets



• Maps, atlases, globes

– highly synthesized, compiled, abstracted

– often rich quantitative attributes

– using sometimes millions of observations

– no memory of observation provenance

Traditional geographic information



Hidden synthesis

• By experts in traditional authoritative 

production of geographic information

• Every polyline or polygon is a highly 

compressed form of observational data

– the process by which observations are 

synthesized into statements about polylines or 

polygons is typically hidden



New geographic information

• Volunteered geographic information

– produced by non-experts

– e.g., OpenStreetMap, Flickr

– integrated by software



The new synthesis

• Synthesis must be exposed

• Software

• Actions of volunteers

• Daniel Sui, Is mashup the new spirit of GIS 

and geography? GeoPlace.com, posted 

1/19/2010



The quality problem

• No quality control, no metadata, no 

standards

– none of the guarantees of authoritative data

– no prospect of conventional analysis

• What can we do to assure quality?

• Three solutions



The crowd solution

• Linus’s Law

– the more eyes to review, the more accurate

– works for popular facts

• Geographic facts may be obscure

– little-known areas of the world

• or not so obscure





wikimapia.org



The social solution

• Who can be trusted?

• A hierarchy of moderators and gate-keepers

– all volunteered facts referred up the hierarchy

• A social structure

– promotion based on track record

– heavy, accurate contributors promoted

– e.g., Wikipedia, OSM

– top levels of Google MapMaker reserved for 

Google staff



The geographic solution

• How can we know if a purported geographic 

fact is false?

– because it violates the rules by which the 

geographic world is constructed

– the syntactic rules

– compare language rules, the sentence structure 

of English

• What are those rules?

– essential, fundamental geographic knowledge



bergonia.org



Analysis by Linna Li



Some sample rules

• Tobler’s First Law

– “…but nearby things are more similar than distant 

things”

– horizontal context

– a geographic fact should be consistent with its 

surroundings

• “All things are related…”

– vertical context

– a geographic fact should be consistent with other 

things that are known about that location



www.flickr.com



Rules of feature geometry

• Curvature of rivers, roads related to capacity

• US Public Land Survey System imposes a 1-

mile grid

• Many Roman and 19th-century cities have 

gridiron streets

• On-ramp intersects a freeway at a small 

angle

• Central place theory prescribes the spacing 

of market towns



Geographic (not geospatial) 

intelligence
• The process of synthesizing disparate, 

incomplete geographic facts

– into complete facts

– into higher-level structures

– into wall-to-wall geographic coverage

• How we know if a purported fact is likely to 

be true

• Based on knowledge of how the geographic 

world is constructed

– its basic syntax



Formalizing geographic knowledge

• To enable automated triage of asserted facts

• To enable automated synthesis

– into products that more closely resemble the 

traditional ones



The next big thing?

• Where is the competition?

• Indoor GIS

• Space-time GIS

• Space and place

– platial GIS

– the fundamental impacts of VGI



Concluding points

• It’s one of the big things

• Synthesis

– conflation, fusion

– how to merge disparate GI into a higher-quality 

product that is better than the inputs?

• Methodological

– but discoveries about GI along the way

– and discoveries about geography

• the fundamental principles on which the geographic 

world is constructed



…and one more thing

• Beyond divide and conquer

• What damage do we do by dividing?

– we lose long-distance interactions

• The promise of cyberGIS

– to address new questions that were always 

rejected in the past

• because of a lack of adequate computing power

– what other shortcuts and conventions have long 

been part of scientific practice?

• variance, traditional hypothesis tests


